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"5 refugees from Azaz camp in the suburbs of Aleppo arrested"

•

Activists: The regime is preventing the exhumation of civilian bodies from under the rubble in Yarmouk camp

•

Continued looting targets the houses of Yarmouk camp in Damascus

•

The General Authority for Arab Palestine Refugees in Syria calls on UNRWA to continue to provide its services
to the residents of Yarmouk camp

•

On the grounds that her brother-in-law is a member of the opposition, a Ein Karsh staff member deplores the
Palestinian refugee

•

Palestinian child "Ahmed Abu Shanab" lost in Damascus

•

Palestinian-Syrians in Beddawi camp demonstrate in solidarity with Gaza

Latest Developments
Activists have reported news of the detention of 5 Palestinian
refugees living in Azaz camp in the north of Aleppo, which is under
the control of the Syrian opposition. The Group did not receive any
information about the names or reasons for the arrest.
The sources said that a campaign of arrests took place in the camp a
few days ago on the background of the spread of some narcotics and
the occurrence of individual problems.
Dozens of refugees from those displaced from Yarmouk camp live
inside the camp, after they were deported to the north of Syria under
an agreement between the armed Syrian opposition in the south of
Damascus and the Syrian regime.

A number of activists in Yarmouk camp and local sources
reported that members of the Syrian regime are preventing the
families and medical staff from retrieving the bodies of the
Palestinian civilian victims from the rubble of their homes. They
noted that the medical staff in Yarmouk camp are not authorized to
retrieve any bodies of civilians in the camp even if they are
accessible, on the pretext of the absence of any family members or

officials to adopt the victims to be recovered and buried, and the
absence of hospitals accepting to receive the bodies.
Witnesses from the camp's residents who entered to inspect their
houses, said that a strong and foul smell was emanating from the
basement of UNRWA's Youth Support Center in Al-Madares Street,
where there are bodies of a number of civilians. This is also the case
at the extension of Street 30, near Palestine Hospital, where the
body of an old man is clearly visible to the eyewitness.
For their part, activists called on the PLO to work at the political
level to adopt the unidentified bodies, to protect their dignities and
the dignity of the people who are supposed to represent them,
according to them. They also called on the Palestinian factions loyal
to the Syrian regime to use their relations to obtain approvals for the
recovery and burial of the victims.
On his part, the Director-General of the General Authority for Arab
Palestine Refugees in Syria, Ali Mustafa, stressed to the
Commissioner-General of the United Nations Relief and Works
Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, Pierre Krähenbühl,
that UNRWA should continue to provide cash, food and other
assistance to the people of Yarmouk camp on a monthly basis, due
to their difficult conditions, calling on the Agency to prepare for the
reconstruction of its educational, health and relief facilities, in
accordance with the directives of the Syrian government and in
coordination with the competent authorities, to be ready to provide
services to the Palestinian refugees in the camp.

Al-Ali pointed out at the beginning of his message that the armed
groups that controlled the camp had destroyed the camp's
infrastructure, demanding n UNRWA to intervene to expose the
armed groups that had caused corruption, killing and destruction in
the camp, according to him.
In the meantime, the houses and camps of Yarmouk camp are
still being subjected to a systematic campaign of looting by members
of the regime's army and its loyal Palestinian groups, where the
"defamation" activities that target all that can be stolen from the
houses and shops continue, in order to be sold later.

According to locals, thefts and looting included furniture of houses,
wooden doors, windows, water heaters and sanitary installations.
The equipment of shops in the camp were also included. Some
members steal, while others sort the stolen items, to be ready for the
other members to come and load the goods and sell them to the
"defamation" markets.
In a different context, a Palestinian refugee woman was
harassed by a staff member of the Immigration and Passport Center

in Ein Karsh, Damascus, who initially blocked her travel permit
from Syria to Lebanon until she travels to one of the European
countries after receiving family unification.
According to relatives of the refugee, the employee insulted the
refugee on the pretext that her brothers are members of the Free
Syrian Army, and told her that she will not get approval speaking in
foul language. After the refugee begged the staff member and
completely broke down before the people, a staff member accepted
and authorized her to enter Lebanon, where the refugee arrived in
Europe a few days ago.
On the other hand, the Palestinian-Syrian child "Ahmed Abu
Shanab" (14 years old), from Al-Hajar Al-Aswad and displaced to
the Masaken Barza area in Damascus, went missing 11 days ago,
during his departure from his home in Masaken Barza on Saturday,
19 May, after Iftar. He was riding a red-colored motorbike, with no
news or information about his fate until the moment this report was
published.

In Lebanon, a group of Palestinian-Syrians demonstrated with
their relatives in the Beddawi camp in the northern city of Tripoli on
Tuesday evening, in solidarity with the people of Gaza and in protest
of the Israeli occupation’s air raids that targeted the Gaza Strip.
The march took off in front of the Sarhan station after the Taraweeh
prayers, where they roamed the streets and lanes of the camp,
shouting slogans against the "war on the Gaza Strip" and other
chants condemning the Arab silence and weakness.
During the demonstration, speakers emphasized the need to take a
strong Arab and international stance against the continued
violations of the Zionist occupation against the Gaza Strip and its
people. They called on the Arab states to stop normalization with
this entity. They also called for lifting the siege on the Gaza Strip
completely and definitively, and opening the crossings for the entry
and exit of individuals and goods to and from it.
The demonstrators called on all the Palestinian camps in the
diaspora to support the resistance in Palestine and to continue
supporting the demonstrations against the decisions of the Zionist
enemy and other tyrannical agreements against the Palestinian
resistance. They also called on all the free people of the world to
stand up against this Israeli aggression and arrogance, with the
support of America.

